We recommend as the best available reference on the F-15:

**THE F-15 EAGLE**
in
**DETAIL & SCALE**
Aero Publishers

**FOWLER AVIATION**
1485 Spruce Street
Suite K
Riverside, Ca. 92507
714-781-8661

**32 SCALE**
**FD 3202**

**RECOMMENDED KIT:**
REVELL F-15

Use kit supplied stencilling for both aircraft.

Use kit supplied serial number and national insignia for APC demo.

Use kit supplied serial number and national insignia for APC demo.

**MC DONNEL - DOUGLAS F-15B APC**
**DEMONSTRATION AIRCRAFT**

**TAC BADGE**
Change fin tip to smaller size.

**ADTAC BADGE**
Blue border national insignia

Both aircraft painted in standard camouflage scheme of:
Dark Gray FS 36320
Light Gray FS 36375
as shown on kit instruction sheet.

**Inside nose wheel door**

**48th FIS BADGE**

**F-15B 48th FIGHTER INTERCEPTOR SQUADRON**